Focus on Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MIT, with just over 4,500 undergraduates on its campus in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, does not use the Common Application for a very specific reason: the
admissions office wants to ensure that the students they select understand the
school’s unique culture and will be a good fit.
Applicants must use MIT’s own application, which requires them to write 5 fairly
short essays. One of the prompts asks them to tell about something they do “simply
for the pleasure of it.” Another reads: “ . . . MIT students work to improve their
communities in different ways, from tackling the world’s biggest challenges to being
a good friend. Describe one way in which you have contributed to your community,
whether in your family, the classroom, your neighborhood, etc.”
Although the admit rate is in single digits, a great many of the school’s applicants
have outstanding grades and test scores, so the application essays and the letters of
recommendation are a crucial component of the admissions process. The
admissions office is looking for students whose extracurricular interests will help
them relieve the stress generated by the school’s academic rigor, who work well
collaboratively, and who have an ardor for tackling big problems.
MIT is divided into 5 colleges, but students apply to the university as a whole and
aren’t required to choose their major until the end of the first year. Everyone takes
a core curriculum that includes calculus, physics, biology, chemistry, humanities,
arts, and social sciences. Many interdisciplinary courses are available, enabling
students to meet multiple requirements simultaneously. A course teaching skills in
written communication, oral communication and presentation is required too.

Computer Science is the largest major, but most combine it with something else.
Twenty-five percent of the students double major, and 75% have a minor in
addition to a major. The most popular minors are in the Humanities division, and
the single most popular one is music. Architecture is the smallest major, graduating
between 5 and 25 students each year.
To acclimate the freshmen, MIT has adopted a policy of grading all first semester
courses either Pass or No Credit and of purging from the entire first year record any
grade below C-. Peer mentors, advisors and someone with a counseling background
in each of the dorms work to provide emotional support and stress reduction in
creative ways like organizing fun social activities and distributing chocolate treats
from the “chocolate lab.” Everyone is encouraged to embrace the idea that “you
have to fail in order to succeed” and to look out for each other.
Students find their own ways to relieve stress too, most notably through elaborate
pranks that are popular and legendary. They enjoy a reputation for playing hard as
well as working hard and for being highly creative in many spheres, both serious
and silly, reveling in stories of their more humorous escapades.
Freshmen are aided in finding compatible friends by an unusual housing policy:
they choose their residence hall based on the 10 halls’ distinctive characters, and
they have a week to decide if they are happy with their initial choice or wish to
move to another one at the end of their first week. One dorm, for instance, is known
to be for people who like to build things, like the roller coaster they built one
Freshman Week. Another is for those who love games, puzzles and scavenger hunts.
Yet another is for artistic types who put on an annual musical and build a haunted
house for Halloween. Once students find the house that feels like “home,” they
frequently stay in it all four years.
Homework often requires collaboration. It’s typical for students to receive weekly
“problem sets” that require 16 to 18 hours to complete, and when they turn them in,
they are asked to report whom they worked with.
Founded in 1861 with the motto “Mens et Manus” which translates to “Mind and
Hand,” MIT provides its students with many real-world opportunities to test and
apply what they learn in the classroom. Among the campus’s outstanding resources
are a nuclear reactor used for research, a new Center for Nanotechnology that has
the largest concentration of nanotechnology tools and is designed for
interdisciplinary collaboration, and “forty football fields- worth” of MakerSpaces
that students use for both class assignments and pleasure.
The university has an $8 million/per year fund to support undergraduate research
for everyone who wants to do it beginning as early as freshman year. If they opt to
stay in the same lab all four years, students are often able to carve out an area for
themselves where they can make a significant impact, and it is not unusual for them

to stay on to pursue a Ph.D. Students also have access to MIT’s more than 300
research partners. Paid research is the most common job undergraduates hold.
With the help of a laboratory dedicated specifically to tackling challenges facing the
developing world, it is also common for students to engage in projects worldwide.
Approximately 80% (including Engineering majors) participate in some global
experience, ranging from a summer or semester to a year abroad. A special office
was created to help students seeking short experiences that fit their interests and to
cover their travel expenses.
Opportunities for close interaction with faculty abound, as do opportunities to learn
relatively unusual skills like bookbinding and glassblowing. MIT students are highly
diverse in their interests, and activities on campus reflect that. There are more than
500 student organizations, 33 sports, and a special event of some sort on campus
nearly every weekend in the fall.
MIT offers Early Action (11/1) and Regular Decision (1/1), for which the admit
rates are virtually identical. Applicants must submit either the SAT or ACT and two
Subject Tests. They should also have taken the most rigorous curriculum available
to them.
Admission is need-blind, and MIT meets 100% of need even for international
students and transfer students. Ninety-one percent receive some type of financial
aid, and 72% graduate debt-free.

